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�� ,1752'8&7,21�
The historical development of the theory of the masonry arch is marked by two alternative 

theoretical approaches corresponding to what we now call ‘limit’ and ‘elastic’ analysis. 
According to the first approach, global VWDELOLW\ is the main question and the safety of the 

arch is guaranteed as long as VRPH equilibrium condition preventing rigid mechanisms does 
exist. This is the HTXLOLEULXP approach followed in the first 18th century studies on masonry 
arches and subsequently developed during the early 19th century on the basis of Coulomb’s 
method of maxima and minimai. Within this framework, the arch is considered as an 
assemblage of rigid voussoirs subject to unilateral constraints and friction at the joints. When 
the equilibrium of such an assemblage is impossible, the voussoirs undergo some relative 
displacements which transform the arch into a mechanism. 

According to the second approach, local VWUHVV and VWUDLQ become the objects of 
investigation and the safety of the arch is insured if the DFWXDO stresses at each cross-section 
are less than the admissible strength. This approach involves the complete set of the�
HTXLOLEULXP, FRPSDWLELOLW\ and VWUHVV�VWUDLQ equations. Taking up the groundbreaking work of 
Signoriniii, some of the authorsiii,iv,v,vi have proposed a non-linear elastic constitutive relation 
for masonry arches. Within this framework, collapse is conventionally attained when the 
residual stiffness of the arch is less than a preset fraction of its initial value. 

The alternative between limit and elastic structural approaches - VWDELOLW\ versus QRQ�OLQHDU�
HODVWLF�VROXWLRQ - is not so radical as it may seem at first sight. As a matter of fact, it may be 
partially removed by following an intermediate approach proposed by the French scholar 
Durand-Claye in 1867vii,viii. This approach aims at verifying, as the author wrote, “s’il existe 
des solutions d’équilibre compatibles avec un effort-limite donné”. This methodology 
preserves the fundamental concepts of the limit analysis and, at the same time, embodies 
some aspects of the non-linear elastic analysis by imposing a restriction on the stress levelix,x. 

This paper presents a parallel treatment of masonry arches in terms of both non-linear 
elastic analysis and Durand-Claye’s method. The two procedures have been applied to pointed 
arches subject to their own weight in order to determine the evolution of the non-linear elastic 
solution and the stability area, for different values of thickness and friction coefficient. 

�� '85$1'�&/$<(¶6�0(7+2'�$1'�7+(�121�/,1($5�(/$67,&�02'(/�
 Durand-Claye’s method is a graphical procedure to define the so-called DUHD�RI�VWDELOLW\ at 
the crown section of a symmetric arch, that is to say, the area within which the extremes of 
the vectors representing the crown thrust must be included in order to respect the global 
equilibrium of the structure and the strength of masonry. 
 Let us consider a symmetric masonry arch, with finite compressive strength σ �  and zero 
tensile strength σ � , and examine the ideal voussoir between the crown joint F0G0 and a generic 
joint F � G � (Fig. 1). Let :�θ � � be the weight of the voussoir F0G0G � F � , 1�θ � � the normal force at 
joint F � G � , 3 the thrust at the crown section and H the eccentricity of its application point.�
 Assuming a piecewise-linear law for the normal stress distribution along the section, we 
can draw the area F �ω � G �  containing the admissible normal force 1�θ � � with respect to the 
strength σ �  and the corresponding hyperbolas α � and� β � � at the crown joint, defined by the 
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equilibrium of the voussoir F0G0G � F � . The admissible thrusts 3 with respect to rotational 
equilibrium and strength at joint F � G �  are then represented by horizontal vectors whose 
extremes are contained within the area U � V � S � T � , delimited by the hyperbolas α � and�β � , �and the 
curves F0ω0 and G0ω0

ix,x� 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Figure 1: The stability area               Figure 2: Non-linear stress-strain relation 

In order to account for the translational equilibrium along F� G� , it is sufficient to draw at a 
generic point D the friction cone defined by the friction angle ϕ� (Fig. 1). Let us take the 
weight :�θ� � applied at point D and consider the two horizontal thrusts which give a resultant 
coinciding with the boundaries of the cone. These thrusts define two vertical lines at the 
crown, between which the extremes of the vectors representing the admissible thrusts 3 for 
the transational equilibrium along F� G�  are comprised. 

To assure both rotational and translational equilibrium at joint F � G � , the admissible thrusts at 
the crown will be contained within the intersection $ �  of the area U � V � S � T �  with the two vertical 
lines −�+  and +�+ , corresponding to the translational equilibrium along F � G � . 

By repeating the foregoing constructions for every joint L, the DUHD�RI�VWDELOLW\ $�common 
to all the areas $ �  can be defined. For a well-designed arch with a high friction coefficient, the 
area of stability is a curvilinear quadrilateral of the type U � V � S� T� , in the sense that it 
corresponds to the joints F � G �  and F� G� . When the area of stability shrinks to a point, the limit 
condition is attained, and a unique admissible thrust line exists. Let U � V �S� T�  be the area of 
stability for the admissible compressive strength σ �  (Fig. 1). By decreasing this strength, the 
area U � V � S� T� �will correspondingly shrink to a point for a value σ � ,lim. The ratio Y�= σ � /σ � ,lim�
provides the safety coefficient of the real arch. 

Unlike Durand-Claye’ s method, in the one-dimensional non-linear elastic model the arch is 
viewed as an elastic curved beam. As commonly accepted in the theory of the bending of 
beams, in any given cross-section the longitudinal strain is assumed to be linear along the 
thickness. Furthermore, a piecewise-linear constitutive relation between longitudinal strains 
and stresses is chosen to roughly describe the complex mechanical behaviour of masonry. The 
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relation is plotted in Fig. 2, where σ �  and σ �  are the material’ s tensile and compressive 
strength, respectively. Consequently, the dimensionless axial force and bending moment, 

�(K1Q ε−=  and �(K0P ε22−= , are non-linear functions of the dimensionless axial 

strain and cross-sectional curvature, �εεξ 0−=  and  K εχη 2−= , where 1 is the axial 
force, 0 the bending moment, ( is Young’ s modulus, K is the section thickness,  ε !  is the 
axial strain and χ is the curvature. 
 It is quite easy to determine the elastic domain of the cross-section, i.e., the set of all the (Q, 
P) values that are compatible with the assumed constitutive relation (Fig. 3). The domain is 
subdivided into six regions, each one corresponding to a different linear or non-linear 
distribution of longitudinal stresses. A different constitutive relation holds between the 
dimensionless internal forces Q and P and the cross-sectional kinematical parameters in each 
region. As an example, in region C (where the stress distribution is non-linear under both 
tension and compression and P > 0), 
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where "#W εε−= . Analogous relations, omitted here for brevity, hold for the other regions. 
 Let be V the curvilinear abscissa along the line of the arch’ s axis, X and Y the displacements 
of points along the axis line in the tangential and radial directions, respectively, and ϕ the 
rotation of the cross-section. Simple calculations, omitted here for the sake of brevity, show 
that under the foregoing hypotheses and in the case of circular arch with radius 5, tangential 
displacement X is a solution to the differential equation 

 χε 2
0 55XX −′′=′+′′′ , (2) 

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to θ�= V�5. The integral of (2) is  
 

(3) 
 

where $, % and &� are constants. In turn, as 0ε5XY −′= , and 5YX /)( ′+=ϕ , analogous 
expressions hold for Y and ϕ. Under general load and constraint conditions, equation (3) and 
the analogous ones for Y and ϕ lead to a non-linear set of equations in six unknowns: the three 
constants $, % and & and the three end-reaction components. Due to the strong non-linearity 
of the problem, the solution to the set of equations can be obtained in closed form only for 
cases of relatively simple loads and geometries. In the general case, the solution is sought via 
an iterative method. For the present context, an DG�KRF numerical procedure has been used, 
following a modified standard Newton-Raphson scheme. The arch’ s behaviour is assumed to 
be linear during any given iteration. In this way we obtain a linear set of equations which is 
solved by numerically performing the required integration. The curvature and axial strain are 
updated and the procedure is repeated until the difference between the solutions at two 
consecutive iterations becomes lower than a small fixed threshold value (more details will be 
given in a forthcoming paper). 
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�� 7+(�32,17('�$5&+�81'(5�,76�2:1�:(,*+7�
Let us now consider a symmetric pointed masonry arch (Fig. 4) whose span and radius - 

referred to the axis line - are O�and�5, respectively. Let K, µ, γ be�the constant thickness of the 
cross-section, the friction coefficient and the specific weight of the material, respectively. 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
               Figure 3: The elastic domain.                                        Figure 4: The pointed arch 

 
Let the circular intrados curve of the pointed arch be divided into 2Q�equal arcs, the middle 

point of the crown section be identified by angle θ0 and the generic joint F $ G $  by angle θ $ �with 
reference to the vertical line. If the cross sections are radial (apart from the vertical crown 
joint), the bending moment 0(θ $ )�can be written as a function of the weight :(θ $ ), the thrust 3�
at the crown section and its eccentricity H:  

 

(4) 
 

where [G(θ $ ) is the distance of the centre of gravity of voussoir F0G0G $ F $  from the vertical line 
of the crown joint. The normal force 1(θ $ ) is given by: 
 

(5) 
 

If in (4) we now set 0(θ $ ) = 0lim(θ $ ), we find the thrust 3�at the crown section as a function 
of the eccentricity H, corresponding to� the limit value of the bending moment at joint F $ G $ . 
From (5) we define the admissible thrusts for the translational equilibrium. 

Let us consider the limit equilibrium of a generic voussoir F0G0G $ F $  with respect to 
downwards sliding, upwards sliding, rotation about the intrados edge, and rotation about the 
extrados edge. The corresponding values of the thrusts are: %3min (θ $ ): for downwards sliding; 

&3max (θ $ ): for upwards sliding; 
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*+3 ,
min (θ $ ): for rotation about the intrados F $ , when the thrust is applied at the crown extrados G0; ,-3 ,
max (θ $ ): for rotation about the extrados G $ , when the thrust is applied at the crown extrados G0; )+3 ,
min (θ $ ): for rotation about the intrados F $ , when the thrust is applied at the crown intrados F0; .-3 ,
max (θ $ ): for rotation about the extrados G $ , when the thrust is applied at the crown intrados F0; 

,*/03 (θ $ ): for rotation about the intrados F $ , when the thrust is applied inside the crown section; 
,*/13 (θ $ ): for rotation about the extrados G $ , when the thrust is applied inside the crown section. 

By fixing m10=O , m10=5 , 3daN/m2000=γ , 2cmdaN/200=2σ , 0=3σ , and varying 
the thickness K and the friction coefficient µ, different collapse modes have been identified�
and compared with the eight collapse modes of a symmetric arch given by Michonxi in 1857. 
 
6OLGLQJ�FROODSVH��0RGH���DQG�0RGH����

When the range of admissible thrusts for the upwards and downwards translational 
equilibrium shrinks to a single value, collapse can occur by Mode 5 (Fig. 5) or Mode 6 (Fig. 
6). In particular, Mode 5 can occur for: 

189248.0<µ  ( 7164.10<ϕ °), 799.127>K  cm ( ( ) ( )4565 33 θθ maxmin minmax = , with θ 7  < θ8  ), 
while Mode 6 can occur for: 

189248.0>µ  ( 7164.10>ϕ °), 799.127<K  cm ( ( ) ( )4565 33 θθ minmax maxmin = , with θ 7  < θ8 ) 

 
     Figure 5: Collapse mode 5                        Figure 6: Collapse mode 6          Figure 7: Transition 5 - 6 
 
The transition between Mode 5 and Mode 6 (Fig. 7) takes place for: 

189248.0=µ  ( 7164.10=ϕ °), 799.127=K  cm. The limit condition is given by: 
( )°17.35min max

93  = ( )°48.52max min

:3  = ( ) 6483.5090min max =°
;3  daN (Fig. 8). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Figure 8: Transition 5 - 6. The stability area      Figure 9: Transition 6 - 4*. The stability area 
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By decreasing the thickness to cm86=K , it can be seen that for 212878.0=µ  the 
straight line corresponding to the limit thrust for the translational equilibrium (Mode 6, with 
θ  = 34.42° and θ  = 51.97°) passes through the point corresponding to 0lim >0  at joint θ  = 
37.35° and 0lim <0  at joint θ = 69.52° (Fig. 9). In this case, the transition mixed collapse 
mode in Fig.10 can occur and the limit condition is: 

( )°42.34min max

G3  = ( )°35.37,*HI3  = ( )°97.51max min

J3  = ( )°52.69,*HK3  = 32.18 daN 
 
0L[HG�FROODSVH��VOLGLQJ�DQG�URWDWLRQ��0RGH����

For cm86cm931.39 << K  and 333738.0212878.0 << µ , the straight line corresponding 
to the admissible thrust for the upwards translational equilibrium at joint F L G L  goes through the 
point corresponding to 0lim >0 , at joint FM GM , and 0lim <0 , at joint F N G N , with θ L  < θM  < θ N �
(Fig. 12). In this case, the mixed collapse mode in Fig.11 can occur, and the limit condition is: 

( )KO3 θmaxmin  = ( )PQR3 θ,*  = ( )STU3 θ,* , with θ L  < θM  < θ N . 
This collapse mode can be called Mode 4*, because it is similiar to Michon’ s Mode 4, 

according to which ( )VW3 θmaxmin  = ( )XYZ3 θ,*  = ( )YX3 θ,* , with θ L  < θM  < θ N . 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
     Figure 10: Transition 6 - 4*           Figure 11: Collapse mode 4*          Figure 12: Mode 4*. The stability area 
�
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5RWDWLRQDO�FROODSVH��0RGH����
For K = 39.931 cm and 333738.0>µ , the rotational collapse mode of Fig. 13 can occur. 

The limit condition is: ( )°57.39min ,
max

\]3  = ( )°24.69max ,
min

^_3  = 18.7 daN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Collapse mode 2 (left) and the stability area (right) 
�
�

The foregoing results are summarised in Fig. 14 in terms of thickness and friction 
coefficient.�
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
            Figure 14: Collapse modes in the (K, µ) plane                 Figure 15: The structural scheme 
 
Durand-Claye’ s method focuses on the static aspects of the mechanical behaviour of the 

masonry arch. It seems interesting to approach the same problem from a different point of 
view and to check which results could be obtained by using the non-linear elastic model of the 
arch introduced in section 2. 

Although the comparison of the two solutions is necessarily incomplete, as the elastic 
model in its current version neglects shear deformability, it is worthwhile underlining that the 
results of the non-linear elastic analysis match those obtained with the stability areas method. 
In particular, this is evident for two limit cases corresponding to pure shear collapse 
mechanism (very thick arch) and pure flexural collapse mechanism (very thin arch). 

The non-linear elastic model has been applied to the structural scheme shown in Fig. 15. 
The equilibrium problem has been solved for different values of the thickness, ranging from 
45 cm to 150 cm. The results obtained for the two limit cases (thickness 45 cm and 150 cm) 
are summarized in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 in terms of internal forces and stresses, respectively.  
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For the thin arch, the position of the line of thrust (Fig. 16a) reveals that the arch attains a 
limit condition that therefore can be considered as near collapse. Such a situation is confirmed 
by the diagram of the normal stresses at the arch’ s extrados and intrados (Fig. 16c), 
characterized by high compressive values. It is worthwhile noting that the hinge positions for 
collapse mode 2 are fully compatible with the line of thrust in Fig. 16. 
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Figure 18: Keystone vertical displacement 
as a function of arch thickness. 

Figure 17: Line of thrust (D), shear over axial force ratio (E) 
and normal stress distribution (F) for K = 150 cm. 
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For the thick arch, both the line of thrust and the stress diagram clearly reveal that the arch 
is far from any flexural collapse mechanism (Fig. 17). Moreover, by looking at the plot of the 
shear over axial force ratio values along the arch, it can be seen that a friction coefficient of 
0.2 may represent a limit value also for the non-linear elastic analysis, under which a shear 
collapse mechanism could take place. Also in this case, the non-linear elastic results thus 
seem to confirm those found via the stability areas method. 

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the values of the vertical displacement at the keystone plotted 
against the arch thickness. The rapid increase in the displacement as the thickness approaches 
45 cm once again confirms that in this case the arch is close to a collapse mechanism. It 
should also be noted that the sign of the displacement for the two cases corresponding to 45 
cm and 150 cm are consistent with the mechanisms determined via the stability areas method. 
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